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INTRODUCTION
A strong national trail strategy will positively impact all Canadians - whether a trail builder, advocate,
user land manager, or a community looking for healthier happier residents. Recreational Trails, and the
activities that people engage in on trails, form the foundation of vibrant communities that bring people
together in a most Canadian way.
In 2010 the Canadian trail community saw significant national initiatives take place that began to shape
a much-needed national conversation among trail user groups and organizations. A National Trail
Leadership Roundtable was hosted by the Trans Canada Trail and Parks Canada, and the National Trails
Coalition completed a study to explore the existing trails in Canada.
Additionally, in 2010, the Canadian Trails Federation, a lead contributor in both the National Round
Table, and the National Trails Coalition; completed a revitalizing strategic plan process. This process saw
the organization define new priorities and objectives such that it was to be the key influencer of national
trails policy and processes.
In combination, these initiatives sparked thoughtful discussions and brought to light many of the
pressing issues faced by the trail sector. It is now time to take this conversation to the next levelengaging a broader range of stakeholders to ensure that all voices are heard.
This led to the sector calling for a national trails event to bring sector leadership together, this event was
Trailhead Canada 2017. A national trails event, through which over 200 delegates endorsed the creation
of a National Policy Framework.
Through the National Trails Policy Framework discussion; Trailhead Canada began the process of
continued engagement of delegates and their respective organizations to reflect on the past 7 years to:
1) identify areas of success, and 2) identify areas that require improvement and further collaboration at
the national level.
This report contains the outcomes of the Trailhead Canada 2017, and a call to action for coordinated
federal support, both financially and through policy, of Canada’s recreational trail sector through
organized government trail consultation and a sector endorsed recreational trails planning processes.

BACKGROUND
Canada is a country of trails, from paddling Canadian Heritage Rivers to cycling, horseback and ATV’ing
the abandoned railway corridors that united a country in the late 19th century, to hiking the ancient
footpaths of indigenous Canadians and snowmobiling across the tundra of the north, our country was
made for exploring. According to the Canadian Trails Study commissioned by the National Trails
Coalition in 2010, there are approximately 360,521 km of trails with 278,576 identified as managed, in
Canada.1

1 Appendix 1 – A briefing note on the quantity and type of recreational trails in Canada, from the National Trails

Study 2010, published by The National Trails Coalition.

From a sector leadership and trail management viewpoint, these 286,000 managed trails are managed
by degree through a largely unsynchronized portfolio type of response. Recreational trail management
models include, federal and provincial, local, some local/regional, others nationally, and yet others
regionally/provincially/nationally. Others have non-governmental organizations, user groups, economic
development, tourism, provincial trail or provincial use federation, local club, land management group
or health unit involved.
With no comprehensive trail characteristic, use, or location database at the national level, what we do
know, in the absence of hard data, is that there is a complex matrix of inputs and outputs going on, on
the land involving outdoor recreation activity through trails.
In Canada, 100,000’s of individuals and groups contribute to a richness of community involvement that
provides trail experiences like no other sector in Canada. Even though the Trailhead Canada conference
affirmed that there is currently no national coordinating body in Canada for trails; delegates affirmed
(203 to 2) that the implementation of one will significantly reduce the fractured nature of sector
stakeholders.
There are 4 lead national trail organizations, singularly or together, shaping the progress of Canadian
Trails. The National Trails Coalition is made up of 3, the Canadian Trails Federation (CTF), Canadian
Council of Snowmobile Organizations (CCSO) and the Canadian Off Highway Vehicle Distributers Council
(COHV). Since (2008) they have come together to provide $86 million of funding to develop 22,000 km
of trail.
The 4th, the Trans Canada Trail, has provided a significant impact in the development of The Great Trail;
a 24,000 km greenway trail (this does include roadways, a small number of mixed use trails and water
trails) that spans coast to coast to coast and was fully connected in 2017.
Along with these key organizations, there is a wide variety of major trail user groups including each of
the provincial trail associations that make up the Canadian Trails Federation, such as Loisir de Quebec,
Outdoor Recreation Council of BC, the All-Terrain Quad Council of Canada and the Ontario Trails Council.
Other partners include the International Mountain Bicycling Association, Canadian Recreational Horse
and Rider Association, All-Quad Council of Canada, Cross Country Canada, Canada Bikes, Paddle Canada,
Hike Canada En Marche, etc., our estimate would be about 22 activity organizations operating at the
national level.
Furthermore, there are a significant number of land management organizations also involved, having
major or minor funding influence, such as Infrastructure Canada, Parks Canada, as well as individual
landowner and land protection agencies, such as Nature Conservancy of Canada, that impact
recreational trails.
Other than Trailhead Canada 2017, there have been few attempts to organize national stakeholders.
Since 2004 there are regular meetings of the Canadian Trails Federation, the National Trails Coalition
since 2009; and one unique meeting of national impact occurred in Banff.
In 2010 Trans Canada Trail and Parks Canada partnered to host the National Trail Leadership Roundtable
in Banff, Alberta. The event brought together 50 trail leaders from across the country and the sector to
discuss a multitude of challenges facing the sector.

Through the 2 day event, the delegates spent time discussing their values (emerging values included:
respect, accessibility, cooperation and partnership, collaboration, passion, community, profile/stature,
sustainability, safety and education), discussed issues and defining some proposed solutions (issues
included: user conflict and user experience of the trails, fragmentation of the trails sector, funding,
marketing and promotion, trail building and maintenance, government involvement, risk management,
education and engagement, land use and management), they broke into groups and spent time coming
up with a “vision” for trails in Canada and finally they agreed on the following principles:
Collaboration:
● We agree to collaborate
● There is no existing ideal mechanism or organization through which the trails community can
collaborate
● We need a mechanism/forum
● We need a representative Working Group to investigate the options for finding a mechanism for
collaboration
Profile of Trails:
● We agree that there is a problem that trails are taken for granted by government and the public
● We need to raise the profile and public awareness of trails
● We agree that we need to reach out to the broader trails community
Funding and Resources:
● We need sustainable funding
● We agree that we need a realistic assessment and location of the resources required to advance
our agenda and resolve outstanding issues
Conduct:
● We agree to respect our differences in trail use & mandates
● We agree to respect the priorities of the communities we work in
● We agree that the process we use to engage with each other, the government, and the public
must be transparent
● We agree that we need appropriate and feasible timeframes & a sense of momentum
Information and Knowledge-sharing:

● We need to do more to share best practices and information
● We agree that we need to better understand the trail organizational landscape
(mapping stakeholders, needs and priorities)
● We agree that we need a ‘collection point’ for informational resources (e.g. a website)
Interacting with Government:
● We would like to achieve a unified voice to government and the public on those issues on which
we agree
● We need to engage government in finding solutions
● We need Provincial and Federal governments to develop closer relationships on trails issues
● We agree that we need to identify the specifics of & make a recommendation to the federal
government regarding a lead trails agency
● We agree that we need non-financial incentives from government for trails

While the Banff Roundtable was an excellent first attempt to bring the sector together, and it provided
considerable insight into the needs of the sector, there was limited follow-through on the commitments
and action items.
With that in mind, the Canadian Trails Federation through the Trailhead Canada 2017 Conference
Planning Committee, decided it was time to bring this conversation back to the forefront and revisit the
issues discussed in 2010.

METHODOLOGY
On Thursday, November 23rd, 2017, delegates at the Trailhead Canada Conference in Gatineau, Quebec
came together to discuss a variety of key stakeholder issues. Understanding that this discussion may not
include representatives from the entire sector, it was seen as a good first step to get key influencers and
leading sector organizations to coalesce to revisit issues and outcomes identified in Banff.
Through Trailhead Canada planning processes, Canada’s trail sector identified 6 key Issues that a
national trails policy must address. This report identifies the 6 areas, provides a series of discussion
notes by domain in Appendix 1, provides a culminating recommendation by section as per discussion,
and then details action steps a national trails policy could achieve in relation to the sector and its issues.

1. Policy
●
●
●

What policy issues need to be addressed at the national level?
What issues are better handled at the provincial/territorial level? How can they integrated with
a National Trails Policy?
How do trail groups currently use existing national policies/legislation in their trail planning
process? (Fisheries Act, Species at Risk Act, Canadian Environmental Assessment Act, etc.). How
could these works better together in the interest of trails? (mechanisms?)

Key Discussion Points:
● Need for a review of existing trail policy, regulation and legislation review, with sector facing
inventory
● Assessment of impactful and beneficial policy, legislation and regulation
● Creation of a process of transference and implementation of beneficial policy, regulation and
legislation at the national level based on provincial experience
● Inclusivity is a key principle
Culminating Recommendation on Policy
That a lead organization be responsible for the coordination of policy impacts across the variety of user,
land management and other trail stakeholders, in conjunction with several government departments
and agencies that have impact on trail environments and operations.

2. Active Transportation & Trails
NOTE: There is currently a national active transportation policy being developed- have you been
engaged?
● What are some current limitations regarding national transportation policies that you have
encountered in active transportation planning processes?
● Have you encountered issues related to trail building that are impacted by existing national
policies/acts?
● How do you address conflict on trails (regardless of user groups)?
Key Discussion Points:
● Develop relationship between experts in Active Transportation and Trails
● Develop an understanding of how the two merges and converge, and where they diverge and
are distinct
● Define a collaborative process between key stakeholders of both to educate on similarities,
differences, policy and practices
Culminating Recommendation on Active Transportation and Trails (AT and T)
That a lead committee of Active Transportation and Active Trail (AT and T) organizations be convened
to discuss current and future AT and T transportation policies that affect trail, road and other planning;
and ‘AT and T environment’ management practice, such that infrastructure, timing, space use and other
operational factors of road, ROW and road trail intersections; either of infrastructure or activity, be
examined and a ‘best practice’ for this space be put forward by the AT and T Committee for policy
inclusion.
3. Risk Management
● What are key risk management issues in your outdoor environment? How do you measure these
issues?
● What are the things that you can do to mitigate these risk issues? Who does these things? How
do you know these things have been enacted? How do you track your positive impacts?
● How can you remove the impediments to enacting risk solutions?
Key Discussion Points:
● Need for existing risk management policy, regulation and legislation review, with sector facing
inventory
● Assessment of effective risk management practice, policy, legislation and regulation
● Creation of a process of transference and implementation of beneficial risk management
practice, policy, regulation and legislation.
● Funded education on risk management and implementation of risk management practice
Culminating Recommendation on Risk Management
That a national working group made up of educators, industry, government and trail organizations
to refine and consolidate risk management practices into a “What Works in Trail Risk Management”
methodology, manuals, on-line and in class learnings; such that this program of risk abatement and

trail management is linked, funded, accredited and supported by both government and industry in
the interest of public safety , notwithstanding other regulation or legislation that convers ‘use at
own risk” principles to the trail user.

4. Trail Building
● Do you currently have a ‘go to” trail building approach (Appalachian Trail Standards,
International Mountain Bicycling Association, etc.)?
● How are you accommodating a changing trail user? Seniors, disabled, accessibility, technology?
● Where do you turn to find out about standards and practices?
● Are you land-banking?
Key Discussion Points:
● There is a need for accepted, endorsed and applied trail building standards for quality product
● There is a need for consolidated and coordinated training in practices where graduates could be
certified, and their trails accredited
● Other trail stakeholders, marketing, promotion, health and recreation need to pay attention to
the seriousness of trail building and design as a professional discipline of equal value to other
certifications and recognitions, such as pool safety or landscape design professions
Culminating Recommendation on Trail Building
That a comprehensive guide to trail building practice, as defined by the nature of the environment and
the use, where this complex matrix of urban, wilderness, wetland, town and country, or rural lands are
merged with the surface and elemental standards based on local topography, species and material, such
that allowed uses for this trail infrastructure best matches the environment in which the trail is located,
and that local builders and designers of trail are educated to these practices.

5. Trail Tourism & Marketing
● What needs to be done to build greater awareness around trails to increase usage- both from a
recreation perspective and a tourism perspective?
● Who do you feel should be the lead on promotion of trails in Canada? OR should this be done by
respective provinces/territories?
● How do we better educate decision makers on the value and benefits of trails?
Key Discussion Points:
● Integrated marketing of trail products that provide quality experience in accredited trail
destinations
● Linkage between quality of build and quality of experience
● Marketing and promotion technique for qualifying trails
● Branding cannot be unhinged from product quality
● National Trail Tourism Profile? Trail or Destination? Region or Country?

● Off shore market can be developed once national product has a suitable inventory
● WHICH OFF SHORE MARKET?
● Surveys and research into what brings trails tourists to Canada? Individual trail or a package
●

deal, marketing or activity, enthusiast discovery or past trip?
Wayfinding tools need to be detailed, defined and on landscape

Culminating Recommendations on Trail Tourism and Marketing
Whereas there are numerous organizations promoting specific destinations, experiences, activities and
regions, that a national trails tourism policy coordinate existing regions, with existing products, against
an inventory of tourism amenities, travel supports, packages and promotions such that a national brand
for Canadian Trails is identified by region, activity; and that a national trail suitability for trail tourism
product designation, where these tourism products are accredited, reviewed, linked to known industry
standard of marketing and package representation, is also enacted.

6.
●
●
●
●

Mixed Use Trails
How do you deal with single use trails that have mixed use?
Did you know there are benefits of mixed use? Please name 3.
Why are there not more mixed-use environments? Do you think this is truth or fiction? How do
you know?
Is there a process we could enact that would see real resolution to trail use issues?

Key Discussion Points:
● Communication on mixed, shared, where, and the who and what of mixed use trails
● Strategy to develop broader acceptance of mixed use trails by the sector and in the community
● Mixed means motorized and motorized needs to remain in a relationship with all trails
● Motorized needs to join the CTF to create a relationship to all trails and non-motorized.
Culminating Recommendation on Mixed Use Trail
Whereas mixed use trails make up most trails on a provincial basis, we believe they make-up most trails
on a national basis, and while problematic for some use groups, we have a proven track record of mixed
use trails management practice in Canada. We know that these trails, operated via educated trail
managers, with the policy, regulation, funding and user supports in place to do so, can manage these
trails and their complex matrix of trail-based activities in a safe and responsible way.

NEXT STEPS
With the outcomes provided through the discussion at Trailhead Canada, it is clear that a strong
foundation has been developed both from the Banff Roundtable recommendations on collaboration,
conduct, sector consolidation, and on the specifics of our 6 growth and development areas arising from
Trailhead Canada.
We are therefore confident we have established a context for recreational trails, and in our strategic
requests to establish a management framework enabling a national discussion regarding a National Trail
Policy Framework.
The trail sector, in order to progress towards an ask of the federal government to support “A National
trails Policy, must research its approach, consolidate its sector facts, refine its major issues and author a
document outlining these against a budget to achieve both an effective request, and the anticipated
results through meaningful work on the 6 issue areas over a period of time such that the government
knows what our results will be.
Our process to create a trail responsive mechanism to those ends sees the following tasks:
Task 1: Development of a Summary Document from Trailhead Canada
Consolidate data collected at Trailhead Canada (completed)
Cross reference data collected with findings from the 2010 National Trail Roundtable and the 2010
National Trail Coalition Study
Identify issues that continue to persist & any new emerging issues
Task 2: Literature Review of Policies/Strategies
Identification of existing National Policies that would impact a National Trail Policy Framework
Identification of existing Provincial/Territorial Strategies impacting a National Trail Policy Framework
Review of existing National Trail Policies (i.e. Irish Trail Strategy)
Task 3: Development of a Glossary of Terms
Research Best Practices and existing resources
Consult with the various user groups organizations and other necessary stakeholders
Development of a draft document
Task 4: “Organizational Structure” of the Canadian Trail Sector
Inventory of Federal/Provincial/Territorial Organizations
Government Ministries
Regional Trail Organizations
Task 5: Development of a National Trail Policy Framework Proposal
● Framework, purpose, beneficiaries, deliverables
● Outcomes from a policy
● Draft Policy for Government Consideration

CONCLUSION
In summing up, it is the intention of the Canadian Trails Federation to fulfill its mission of being both the
lead recreational trail organization in Canada, by bringing the Canadian trails stakeholders together so
they can act together.
The Canadian Trails Federation took the lead as the organizer and facilitator of Trailhead Canada to bring
groups together to discuss trail issues and the need for a national trails policy.
The Canadian Trails Federation is providing this framework document back to the 205 delegates of
Trailhead Canada, to review and consider, with a request that they work with one another through the
Canadian Trails Federation to make a National Trails Policy a reality for Canada.
To this end we will develop the constituent-based committees, at both the national level for partnering
organizations, and specific working groups and committees to address specific issues for resolution
related to the 6 key sector issues.
Therefore, in closing the CTF will:
●
●
●
●
●
●

Seek a process and policy lead at the federal government level
Seek funding for trails through this national policy and process
Reinforce a call for member funding support by each of the provinces
Circulate Trailhead Canada Outcomes and National Trails Framework Document by March 2018
Establish a Stronger CTF by April 2019
Engage sector professionals to work with volunteers of the CTF for a better functioning CTF
2018-19
● The CTF invites delegates from Trailhead Canada 2017 to join us in the planning of Trailhead
Canada 2019
Based on these successes our overall Goal is:
A National Trails Policy Spring 2019
On behalf of all the partners that created the Trailhead Canada Event, and the member organization of
the Canadian Trails Federation and the National Trails Coalition, I welcome your input and assistance as
we move forward into the future.

Patrick Connor, President, Canadian Trails Federation

Appendix 1: Canadian Trail Inventory 2010
There are trails in each Canadian province and territory. Trails are managed or unmanaged. There are 360,521
trails in total. 278,576 are managed.
These are made for:
● 104,783km of snowmobile
● 32,334km of ATV/ORM
● 39,272km Hiking/Running
● 16,700km Cross Country Skiing
● 9278km Mountain Biking
● 5099km Cycling Touring
● 16,291 Walking Cycling Shared
● 6788 Equestrian Shared
● 20,496 Snowmobile Shared
● 27,536 ATV Shared

Trails are single use, mixed or shared use. Single use means one activity, mixed means motorized (M) with nonmotorized (NM), and shared use means shared by a group of M or NM activities.
Canadian Trail activities include:
all-terrain vehicle, off road motorized vehicle,
hiking, walking, motorcycle (dirt bike), road
cycling, mountain biking, assisted electric
vehicle, e-bike, snowmobiling, sight-seeing, birdwatching, snow-shoeing, climbing, bouldering,
ice climbing, cross country skiing, dog sledding,
skijoring, equestrian, carriage, active
transportation (bike or walking), running, canoe,
kayaking, geo- caching.

There are trails in urban, suburban, town and country, remote and wilderness areas.
● Trails are managed by parks, municipalities,
conservation areas, heritage sites, tourism
offices, economic development, private lands,
first nations, recreation departments, crown
land managers, and use groups.
● 13,290km of trails are in urban areas,
focused largely on non-motorized use.
● Over 347,231km of trail are in suburban, rural and wilderness areas.
● For every dollar invested in trails, trails
return a $1: $9 from tourism
● For every dollar invested in trails, trails
return a $1: $4 from healthcare savings.

Please join us at Trailhead Canada, so we can develop policies and best practices at the national level to
support trails in your riding. Thank-you.
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Appendix 3: Trailhead Canada 2017 Discussion Notes
1. POLICY:
What Policy Issues Need to be addressed at the National Level
● Funding
o A funding model for trail management organizations
o Proportional funding mechanism
o Sources declared ad sustained
o Non-competitive based on known services and characteristic need profile, i.e 10km of
hiking same as 10km of canoe? Explanation chart(s).
o Consistent Funding (dedicated budget), long term (sustainable)
o Ongoing maintenance and operating funding (not just initial capital)
o Ability for smaller groups to apply for infrastructure funding (more accessible and more
regular).
o Resources for smaller groups to help apply for funding (help with applications so that
they have the same advantages as larger groups).
o Emergency infrastructure funding pool (ie for extreme weather/ flooding
o Tie trails into the complete economic package so that they understand the value of
dedicating funding (toolkit with key messaging)- this would really help people on the
ground or volunteers having these conversations.
o Better quantify/ monetize ecosystem services
● Collaboration
o Ability of national trails stakeholders to work together (cooperation)
o Broader range of user groups
o Including and engaging new Canadians
o Advisory group of users (not just professionals)
o National trail system (different groups can work towards and feed into) for example, we
have a national highway system
o Discussions on understanding the differences in needs and realities across various
regions
● Access
o Access to public lands (many customary user groups have been using specific lands and
will no longer be able to do so)
o Right to roam legislation (rights for land owners)
o Negotiating / re- negotiating leases (for example trails on via rail land), support so that
we can maintain access
● Planning
o Local/ regional planning that aligns with provincial and then national planning
o mechanisms for planning should be consistent at the national level
o ability for all voices to be heard at the national level
● Liability
o Incentive for landowners to keep trails open
● Volunteers
o Consistent approach to recruit/ engage, train, and retention

What policy issues are better to be handled at the provincial/ territorial level
● Access to crown land and property
● Liability
● Education and training
● Municipal conferences: get trails on the agenda
● Designation of provincial trails (i.e. Bruce Trail), certification/ recognition of specific trail
(legislated as provincial trails)
● Consistent signage etc. across province then harmonize at the national level
● Funding
● Explore rail trails on a national level
● Municipalities with dedicated staff for trails development
How can they integrate with a National Trails Policy?
● Align other national plans (ie parks, transportation etc.) and policies with the National Trails
Policy
● Trails on the agenda at other national conferences
● If they are, i.e. roads and Active Transportation these groups need to fit and support both
the National Trails Policy and the Canadian Trails Federation
● Consistent approach to taxation / disposition for land owners
How do trails groups currently use existing policy/ legislations in their planning? How could these better
serve us in the interest of trails?
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Inventory of existing policies (align provincial and national)
Policies need to be reviewed under the light of expanding and emerging trails issues
Greater awareness of environmental impacts
Healthy living policies (tap into that)
Connecting Canadians (to their landscape and country)
Getting trails onto the national infrastructure list
Greater awareness and education to government officials on ecosystem services (so they
understand the importance)
Enable policies under emergency situations
Federal youth policies
First nations engagement
Elect people who are already “trail friendly”
Marketing and promotion overlap considerations (competing organizations)
Organize our national voice at the trails level (who is the leader?)
o This leader needs to help identify the gaps
Tourism policies (what is our voice on trails and tourism)
Policies need to be future driven (based on upcoming trends, not past or current trends)preparing (based on trends) for increased use down the road (long term vision)
Ensuring trails are incorporated into all official master plans/ strategic plans
Federal government relations strategy (at the national level)

PRIORITIES
●
●
●
●
●

●

Inventory of all Provincial/Territorial and Federal policies/legislation related to trail
development
What are the gaps in the existing policies/legislation that would facilitate the development of
trails?
Determine efficiencies that can be developed to allow for a more streamlined approach to
dealing with policies/legislation?
Provide assistance to trail organizations on how to navigate the various policies/legislation and
to determine whether they to do an assessment or get a permit (a screening tool perhaps?)
Bring a wide-variety on non-traditional stakeholders to be engaged in the development of a
national trail policy: Indigenous, LGTBQ2, tourism professionals, economic development
agencies, health and wellness sector, youth, new Canadians, priority communities (poverty
reduction), etc.
Create strategic alliances with organizations such as the Federation of Canadian Municipalities,
CN, CP, Canadian Tourism Commission (Destination Canada?), etc.

2. ACTIVE TRANSPORTATION
What are the common limitations regarding national transportation policies that you have encountered
in active transportation planning process?
● Inconsistent funding and funding in just short spurts. Often there is time constraint (tight
funding deadlines) and not sustainable (ongoing).
● Getting message out to smaller rural communities that need to be engaged through education
of local communities.
● Limitations in terms of railways which are a real barrier to trail connectivity. Its near impossible
to get crossing across railways unless you really know who to talk to and is federally connected
● No representation at federal – get on FCM agenda so its brought to their notice
● Funding infrastructure is urban oriented. You can’t reduce carbon foot print in rural like in urban
area
● Cannot find matching funds
● Lack of resource capacity and knowledge to access the funding. Things coming in stay at high
level, people working at smaller centers don’t see that. Or the process is so difficult that the
average person has trouble navigating it
● Nobody wants to take responsibility on trails.
● If you make active transportation on multi use transportation a given requirement, it’s a new
risk management issue and a fuzzy line on how to effectively do that?
Have you encountered issues related to trail building that are impacted by existing national
policies/acts?
● Environmental assessments
● National building codes trying to force it into trail building
● When bridges are being replaces its federal or provincial money, but if you want a bike lane
across it the money needs to come from local communities. So the federally isn’t investing in
active transportation cus they are saying that you need to pay for it as a local community group
● Default position is that active transportation is designed into the structure – especially
international connections

How do you address conflict on trails (regardless of user groups)?
●
PRIORITIES
Distinguish differences/similarities (commonalities) between Active Transportation and Trails- where do
they overlap and where are they completely independent of each other
Develop relationships with the Federation of Canadian Municipalities (FCM) and other
provincial/territorial municipal organizations
Develop relationship with planners associations and professional engineering associations (to name a
few)

3. RISK MANAGEMENT
What are the key risk management issues?
● Cell phones don’t always work in remote areas
● Medical attention is not as quick in some places (how do we communicate this to people and
also connect to emergency services better)
● Inexperience
● Not knowing personal limits
● User behaviour (feeling entitled)
● User unawareness of other users’ needs
● Occupiers liability act (some provinces have it, some don’t)
● Water management
● Infrastructure guidelines (realistic) that can guide small trail groups
● Understanding managing risk for volunteers (and duty of care)
● Multi use trails (can be risky)
● Trail user etiquette (off leash dogs)
● New technologies (false sense of security), apps having updated information online
● Disconnect between how trail is promoted and what the reality of the trail is
● Newcomers (etiquette)
What can we do to mitigate these risk issues? Who does these things? How?
● More tradeshows that cross over user groups
● Education (national policy to push it at all trailheads- standardize nationally)
● Running signage through groups that are NOT trail users (to ensure our signs are easy to
understand for everyone)
● Better processes between transportation systems
● Province helping to provide insurance (partnership for recognized groups)
● Help people understand WHY certain trails are closed
● Need to quantify things like (dogs off leash, EMS calls etc) and find a way to keep a count
● Leveraging other information collectors (ie hospitals, ems, insurance companies)
● Create heat maps of risk exposure
● What can we do to capture rates of incidents?
● Know your data and how you plan to use it
● Identification and assessment of risk on trails (not necessarily through counts of incidents)

●

Need to investigate risk from the perspective of kids- delivered through education system
(because occupiers liability act doesn’t cover children)

How can you remove the impediments to enacting risk solutions?
● A coordinated funded, education plan for trail managers and user groups identifying and
resolving trail risk
● Pre-education process included, the why people should engage in risk abatement education, the
how and then the completion of the education process
● An enactment process, those that have been educated are enabled to implement risk
management, funded assessors, funded maintenance and repair, a call for dedicated budgets
with the national policy funder providing 1/3, matching 1/3 local,, 1/3 provincial
● Collaboration, sharing information across provinces, on legislation and regulation that reduces
risk exposure for trail and trail activity organizations
● One consolidated accredited process
● Better understanding legislative processes, and encouraging all provnces to adopt supportive
legislation, such as Occupiers Liability Acts in each province, by each province as demanded by a
national policy framework

PRIORITIES
●
●

A national policy directive on risk management
Research and education on the true risk involved in building, managing, using and volunteering
on trails.
● Better understanding on the protections builders/managers have from legislation and insurance
in different provinces/territories (i.e. Occupier’s Liability, BC (and NS, NB) insurance coverage for
member organizations) and who is the most exposed
● to focus energies- so as to not let fear and paranoia drive actions
● Environmental Scan of all risk-related legislation and protection, and to develop and education
program targeted at groups that manage trails. (this is definitely an opportunity for CTF to take
the lead and contract out to experts)
4. TRAIL BUILDING
How should the role and value of trail professional be utilized more in trail development and training>
legal requirement to include, better access to training in college, professional designation in Canada, etc.
● Don’t need a designation, as its too much of a burden. But should have some form of education
piece, more of a looser association so you can create a common knowledge so its easier for non
trail people so you know what it is and how it is different
● Should have a certification through the association. It is not really cumbersome, but creates a
standard.
● At PTBA (Professional Trail Builder Association) in US they have a 3 year mentoring process so
that new members are mentored through the initial startup because there is such a strict code
of standard that they want to make sure they properly learn it
● Bring trails professionals into the conversations to everyone else so that their perspective is
understood. Few people outside of trails are doing trails the way we (trail builders) see trails.
● There needs a core certification to create a base standard. i.e. IMBA

●

IMBA is the standard for mountain biking but not for all trails, need to create that overarching
standard
Does your organization currently adopt any recognized trail standards?
● Changing from standard to guideline so it is not forced on groups. It’s about educating people on
how to do it right
● Sustainability should be the number one priority, if you waste all money on maintenance and
can’t expand trails it is pointless
● Be able to adapt to new innovations and trail user types
● Informative and appropriate signage that is uniform within sectors of trail users and nationally.
Especially key signs that mark safety and big issues
● You have to educate people that use the guideline, they need to understand the guideline and
how to use it
● The guidelines should go to the foreman of the groups not the manager. The guys that actually
there. Because managers change all the time or they don’t have on the ground knowledge. It’s
the guys that are on the ground, the foreman, that need to be taught these guidelines
● Trails needs to be a full-time job
● Distribution would have to be free so that its accessible
How are you accommodating a changing trail use with respect to accessibility, aging demographics and
technology?
● In Ontario there is a standard that applies to new trails and rebuilding or upgrading old ones.
● Managing expectations of trails through technology, signage, education
Other
● What is a trail – definition?
● There is a discussion going on about standardizing terminology
PRIORITIES
● Awareness of the need for trail building professionals by trail stakeholders
● Existing Trail building standards require a process of rationalization
● Education in these standards is needed
● Application of accepted standards and practices by educated practitioners in needed
● Once educated a certification or accreditation process is needed
● Professional education in trail building is needed for other professional builders with nonspecific trail building certification
● Funding for education is needed
● National and provincial applicability is required

5. TOURISM AND MARKETING
What needs to be done to build greater awareness around trails to increase usage?
● Wayfinding (signage, apps but also information to locals – like gas stations)
● Tapping into a way to educate Airbnb’s
● 3rd party consultation for the region (assess tourism needs)
● educating businesses near trails so they know trail user needs

●
●

●
●
●
●

shifting how we access visitors (i.e. its hard if you aren’t a service provider that is recognized on
a place like trip advisor)
better programming/ events that reach youth (art instillations, partnering with universities to
bring areas with less footpath alive so that we can re-distribute people away from the more
concentrated areas)
education for hotels, tourism groups etc. to help fund trails that increase visitation
encourage hotels to advertise proximity to trails
social media influencers (create a nationwide # for twitter and then partner with influencers)
leveraging colleges and universities (they can be innovative and resourceful)

Who do you feel should be the lead on promotion of trails in Canada? Or should this be done by
respective provinces and territories?
● Destination Canada
● Communities with trails (promote their story and their trails- this passion shows through)
● Municipalities back up the marketing and promotion of trails (tools for municipalities to market
trails)
● Groups like UNESCO, ParticipAction etc. who need trails to meet their goals should partner to
promote trails
● Work with local destination marketing organizations to build a product that destination Canada
can market internationally
● Promoting the activity (i.e. the snowmobiling, biking etc.) THEN the trail- people identify as a
user first
How do we better educate decision makers on the value and benefits of trails?
● Toolkits
● Money for familiarization (FAM) tours
● marketing tools (i.e. availability of props for events)
● engaging ALL stakeholders, make trails everyone’s issue (have policy makers and decision
makers from health, economics, etc. AT our trailhead conferences
● organize the trails voice
● leveraging tourism data from regional tourism organizations
● engaging real estate professionals
● consistency/ standardized glossary of trails terms
General Comments
- Not marketing the trail but the experience/use on the trail
- Trail builders are tourism operators
- Need to capture the excitement/passion of the trail experience
- need to know what we are messaging of the product
- Connect marketers to market the trail but need to know what information to bring forward
Key Action items from tourism section:
● education for marketers
● include tourism in planning process for trail building and promotion (right from the start)
● capacity building within the service industry at large
PRIORITIES
- develop a toolkit of existing apps/platforms for collecting trail metrics data

-

a checklist of information required to effectively market your trail.
A platform to share resources - a live library for the trails community
Development of FAM Tours and business familiarization tours for trails and trail activities
pool marketing resources through regions working with current platforms through provincial
organizations like Ontario’s RTO’s.
Increase communication between non-traditional partners
development of a glossary of terms to standardize the Trail Community’s language

ACTIVE TRANSPORTATION
What are the common limitations regarding national transportation policies that you have encountered
in active transportation planning process?
● Inconsistent funding and funding in just short spurts. Often there is time constraint (tight
funding deadlines) and not sustainable (ongoing).
● Getting message out to smaller rural communities that need to be engaged through education
of local communities.
● Limitations in terms of railways which are a real barrier to trail connectivity. Its near impossible
to get crossing across railways unless you really know who to talk to and is federally connected
● No representation at federal – get on FCM agenda so its brought to their notice
● Funding infrastructure is urban oriented. You can’t reduce carbon foot print in rural like in urban
area
● Cannot find matching funds
● Lack of resource capacity and knowledge to access the funding. Things coming in stay at high
level, people working at smaller centers don’t see that. Or the process is so difficult that the
average person has trouble navigating it
● Nobody wants to take responsibility on trails.
● If you make active transportation on multi use transportation a given requirement, it’s a new
risk management issue and a fuzzy line on how to effectively do that?
Have you encountered issues related to trail building that are impacted by existing national
policies/acts?
● Environmental assessments
● National building codes trying to force it into trail building
● When bridges are being replaces its federal or provincial money, but if you want a bike lane
across it the money needs to come from local communities. So the federally isn’t investing in
active transportation cus they are saying that you need to pay for it as a local community group
● Default position is that active transportation is designed into the structure – especially
international connections
How do you address conflict on trails (regardless of user groups)?
●
PRIORITIES
Distinguish differences/similarities (commonalities) between Active Transportation and Trails- where do
they overlap and where are they completely independent of each other

Develop relationships with the Federation of Canadian Municipalities (FCM) and other
provincial/territorial municipal organizations
Develop relationship with planners associations and professional engineering associations (to name a
few)

6. MIXED USE TRAILS
What is the proper terminology?
● Distinguish between motorized and non-motorized use
● Distinguish between what is an actual planning term and what is used by the user (internal
versus external/lay terms)
● Multi Use Vs. Shared Use Vs. Preferred Use
What are the benefits of mixed use trails?
● funding, community building, healthy active living, life-long accessibility, higher use and appeal
to larger population
● funding more accessible for multi-use
● recognizing needs and requirements of different groups
● surface construction / infrastructure
● good and bad impacts on experience
● Great use of infrastructure, best value out of it
● Shared responsibility and shared costs and shared opportunities
Most portions of trail are not mixed use: WHY?
● Origin and history – who was there first
● Local policies
● Design of trail
● Community and peoples preferences
● Costs and liabilities
● Evolution of new technologies or recreational vehicles
● Capacity
● It is easy to say no, user density, experience, surfaces, perceived conflicts, lack of understanding
are reasons for not a lot of mixed use.
● Insurance constraints
● We don’t need everything to be multi-use. It’s good to have preferred use trails to enhance
experience of specific user types. But then having multi-use trails that can act as conduits to
connect the preferred use trails to create large trail networks.
o I.e. snowmobiling / hiking / mountain biking specific trails in a region connect to multiuse trails that bridge the gaps between the specialized sections.
What would be necessary in a nationally adaptable process and framework for trails?
● Appropriate and adaptable planning process to facilitate cooperation in creation of mixed use
trails
● Standards and policies around insurance on trails

●
●
●
●

●
●

●
●
●
●

●

Acknowledging and including the different user groups
Understanding others, their needs, their impacts on things, and what others have to offer. Not
look at the negatives all the time, especially when there are conflicts
Building standards so that everyone is accommodated. Maybe different groups can contribute
so that all groups can utilize the same infrastructure.
Common shared signage for all user groups so you don’t have a totem pole of signs from 20
different groups. This would also help with clear communication so it’s the same where ever you
went
Need to identify all users and ensure there is representation for them all
Look at design concerns:
o how do you design for it
o how to manage that
o Capacity
o experience
Education, signage
Funding incentives – for some – not all trails should be mixed use though, having specialized
trails is good.
Going forward, best practices can be identified
National framework – classification system defines what these terms means that we can agree
on, what is mixed use, what kind of trails to expect. – create a play book of what we can start
with. Take something that is there, likes Parks Canada trail classifications and signage, and adapt
and standardize them to be multi-user groups. ******
Assessment of what exists, an inventory of what is there. The sector currently does not have a
way to capture all that information.

PRIORITIES
●
●
●

●

Development of a glossary of terms that would provide consistent language throughout the
sector
Develop stronger communication, collaboration and a respect based model (perhaps a “code of
conduct”) between all user groups in the sector
Develop an education series aimed at both users and trail builders/managers (could be a
national initiative supported/developed by CTF) this could include signage and informational
brochures, videos, etc
Development of a national classification system (perhaps use Parks Canada as a model)

